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Abstract

This paper investigates two new multisensor data fusion algorithms for object detection in monitoring of industrial
processes. The goals were to reduce the rate of false detection and obtain reliable decisions on the presence of target
objects. The monitoring system uses acceleration sensors and is used as a sensor-cluster. In principle the approach
can include arbitrary data acquisition techniques. Two approaches were proposed. The first uses a short-time Fourier
transform (STFT) as a prefilter to extract relevant features from the acceleration signals. The features extracted from
different sensor channels are first classified using support vector machine (SVM)-based filters. A novel decision fusion
process to combine individual decisions was developed. The second approach uses a continuous wavelet transform
(CWT) as a prefilter to extract relevant features from the acceleration signals. The features extracted from different
sensor signals are subjected to further prefiltering processes before SVM-based classification. The individual decision
functions are then combined in a decision fusion module. The classification system was trained and validated using
real industrial data. The two approaches were tested using the same data and their performance and modeling
complexity are compared. The developed approaches show strong improvements in detection and false alarm rates.

Keywords: System state monitoring, Information fusion, Short-time Fourier transform (STFT), Continuous
wavelet transform (CWT), Support vector machine (SVM)

1. Introduction

Monitoring and supervision systems are essential for the automation of industrial pro-

cesses. Individual process-related variables are usually considered and thresholds are defined

and used to distinguish regular and abnormal operations. In addition, abnormal conditions

need to be identified for fault detection and diagnostic tasks. Such methods are not generally

applicable for highly complex systems because the multidimensionality and interrelations
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involved cannot be handled by low-dimensional approaches that use classical thresholds.

Model-based monitoring systems are often not suitable for complex systems because pre-

cise models of the mechanical system considered are required for reliable monitoring [6].

Model-based methods usually require complex modeling of the process with detailed process

parameters and additional information on changes in the system states.

Signal-based diagnostic methods are based on an analysis of measured (physical) signals.

They are useful when the measured variables contain direct or implicit information about

possible faulty behavior. Signal-based diagnostic methods are easy to use and are widely

adopted to extract relevant process characteristics from analyzed sensor data in combination

with further knowledge. Feature extraction can be performed in either the time or frequency

domain of the signal. The extracted features should be able to represent the regular state of

the system, as well as non-regular behaviors; in other words, they should indicate changes in

system states. Thus, signal-based methods when combined with machine learning techniques

can be used to distinguish system states. Depending on the machine and process complexity,

suitable sensors have to be used to define suitable mappings between machine operating

states and sensor data.

In this work, a new monitoring approach is developed. The developed approach is in-

spired by the monitoring task of production processes that suffer from various drawbacks

of approaches applied before [4, 35]. The goal is to detect the presence of target objects

within the material transported during a production process. For such specific applications,

the presence of target objects in transported material (overburden) has to be detected (tar-

get object present yes/no) to avoid resulting disturbances and failures during the continuous

transportation process. The approach developed must be practical and suitable for real-time

use for standard industrial hardware.

A few studies have considered the development of monitoring systems for similar produc-

tion processes. Petrich and Köhler [38] developed a monitoring system based on georadar

to detect target objects in overburden before excavation. A detection rate of less than 60%

was achieved. Their system was not able to distinguish non-critical objects such as frozen

overburden from the target objects of interest. Such objects lead to false alarms, disturbing
2
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the production process. Their system could also not identify the position of target objects

accurately. Petrich and Köhler also installed a radiometric measuring system above a trans-

port belt to detect target objects in the material flow. A detection rate of less than 70% was

achieved. Changes in the petrography and elemental composition of the overburden, other

objects such as clay chunks, and small objects led to false alarms.

Nieß developed an automatic monitoring system to detect target objects in a material

flow using acceleration sensors [35]. Several acceleration sensors were mounted in the area

of impact along the production line. The amplitude of the acceleration signals and vibration

durations were considered to determine the presence of target objects. A detection rate of

approximately 75% was achieved. However, the production process was often disturbed by

false alarms for this system [41].

Owing to the complexity and variety of detection schemes in production processes, here is

assumed that the task cannot be solved satisfactorily using just one sensor technique. More-

over, due to the complexity of the transportation process, no single sensor technique can

achieve the task directly. Thus, it is concluded that only indirect measurements or suitable

combinations of individual measurements of relevant events (physical effects) of transported

objects can be performed. The individual signals measured have to be preprocessed, eval-

uated, and combined to develop a reliable monitoring system to determine the presence of

target objects.

One of the physical effects considered is force, which induces impact responses during

transportation of target objects. These responses should be measured by sensors (five ac-

celeration sensors here) in the impact area along the transportation line. These signals were

investigated to build a detection module (an acceleration module here). Other physical

effects measured will be used to develop further detection modules. The different output

statements of the individual detection modules have to be fused using an appropriate method

to obtain a reliable and accurate decisions on the presence of target objects. The different

detection modules and the fusion module constitute the proposed monitoring system.

This paper investigated the suitable design concepts and multisensor data and decision

fusion principles. Two different detection approaches for the intended acceleration module
3
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were developed and compared. Signals from the acceleration sensors were considered first.

The inevitable time shift between the object impact stimulations of the individual sensors

varies making the fusion of the process information difficult. Therefore, signal preprocessing,

feature extraction, and classification for the individual acceleration sensors were used. Then

a decision fusion process based on specific decision criteria was applied to combine the

preliminary individual decisions of different classifiers (target object present yes/no) (Fig. 1).

Two different detection approaches for the acceleration module were investigated. The

first uses a short-time Fourier transform (STFT) as a prefilter and a support vector machine

(SVM) as a classifier. The second approach uses a continuous wavelet transform (CWT)

as a prefilter and SVM as a classifier. The decision fusion process in both approaches is

realized using different criteria. Both approaches are described and discussed in the following

sections.

Acc. sensor 1 Acc. sensor 5

PrefilterPrefilter

SVMSVM
classifierclassifier

Decision fusion process

Target object exist (yes/no)

Figure 1. Detection approaches based on STFT-SVM and CWT-SVM.

2. Theoretical background

For successful classification of a system state, the data should be prepared by careful

transformation to extract classification indicators. Irrelevant and redundant information

should be excluded to avoid deterioration of the accuracy. The classification indicators

containing useful information should be presented in a recognizable structure suitable for
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classification, referred to as features. The essential task in fault detection and identification

is to classify features into a number of classes.

In the next chapter, a brief theoretical revision of the methods of feature extraction and

classification used in this work are presented and discussed.

2.1. Feature extraction transforms

The main reason for combining feature extraction with classification is to make the

classification of different classes or states easier.

Signals obtained during system monitoring usually consist of three major components:

a periodic component resulting from interaction between elements of the cycling dynamics

in a mechanical system; a transient component caused by non-stationary events such as

crack initiation; and broadband background noise. In applications involving vibrational

signals such as the system discussed here, these signal components are typically associated

with a large variety of related frequencies. Thus, feature extraction should be based on a

suitable domain-specific transform module such as STFT or wavelet transformation. The

goal of such signal processing algorithms is to transform a time-domain signal into a suitable

domain to extract those characteristics that are embedded in the time series which cannot

be directly observed in the original form [7, 22, 46]. Mathematically, this can be achieved by

representing a signal x(t) as a series of parameters and inner product coefficients according

to comparison of the signal to a set of known template functions [9, 15, 19]. However the

monitoring problem considered here involves detecting non-stationary events in acceleration

signals resulting from the presence of target objects within the transported material. The

time-frequency analysis is used for the analysis of the concerned signals [20, 24, 30]. This

technique is widely used in different application areas, such as machinery fault detection and

diagnosis [14, 25, 27], medical applications [16, 17, 33], and defense and security systems

[21, 29, 32].

For Fourier transforms, the similarity of a time series signal to a series of sine and cosine

template functions is evaluated. The Fourier transform represents only the average frequency

information for the entire period of the signal analyzed and not the variation of its content
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over time.

To overcome the limitations of Fourier transforms, STFT uses a window function (g(t)

centered at τ) that slides over the signal along the time axis to perform a localized window-

based Fourier transform according to

STFT (τ, f) = < x, gτ,f > =

∫
x(t)g(t− τ)ei2πftdt. (1)

As a result, STFT transforms a time series signal into a two-dimensional time–frequency

representation (Fig. 4(a)). Once the window function in STFT is chosen, the time and

frequency resolutions over the entire time–frequency plane are fixed, leading to a trade-off

between the time resolution and frequency resolution [3, 8].

The continuous wavelet transform (CWT) is an alternative method for generating a time–

frequency representation of a time series. The wavelet transform allows for variable window

sizes in analyzing different frequency components within the signal [8, 11, 28]. This allows

good frequency resolution at low frequencies and good time resolution at high frequencies.

In wavelet analysis, signals are compared to a set of template functions obtained from scaling

(stretching or squeezing) and time shifting of a mother wavelet function ψ(t). These scaled

and shifted functions represent localized frequencies of varying durations of a sound signal

or image details, for example [36, 39]. The superiority of wavelets is more tangible in the

case of non-stationary measurements and the existence of non-stationarities in time [28, 45].

The CWT of a signal x(t) projected into a two-dimensional, time-scale plane is represented

as

wt(s, τ) = < x, ψs,τ > =
1√
s

∫ inf

inf

x(t)ψ∗(
t− τ
s

)dt. (2)

2.2. Classification with Support Vector Machine (SVM)

Since early applications in fault diagnosis [40, 42], SVM has yielded better results than

other techniques such as neural networks, decision trees, and model-based reasoning ap-

proaches [43, 44, 51]. The method introduced by Cortes and Vapnik [13] is based on sta-

tistical learning theory and is considered one of the best techniques for pattern recognition.
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Support vector machine (SVM) implementations have been demonstrated in a wide range

of applications, including economics [23], text mining [49], medicine and biology [31, 37],

remote sensing [34], image segmentation [50], in addition to machine fault diagnosis and

condition monitoring [7, 47, 48].

The SVM was used for classification because of its good generalization ability and its

robustness to outliers. The SVM generalization ability can be improved using the concept of

large margin classification [18]. Unlike typical classification methods, SVM uses information

on the separating margin while learning from a data set, which leads to improved separability

between classes. The SVM is trained to maximize the margin, and thus the generalization

ability is better under conditions such as scarce training data. Moreover, SVM training

always finds a global solution, in contrast to neural networks, for example, for which many

local minima usually exist [1, 2, 10]. The SVM training also appears to be easier and requires

less parameter tuning. Moreover, geometric interpretation of the separating hyperplane in

the SVM feature space provides better transparency and interpretability of the results than

neural networks do.

For signal fusion tasks, the SVM feature space is used as a tool to realize a complimen-

tary transformed description in which a combination of signals provides better insight into

the problem and therefore better accuracy than direct consideration of individual signals.

Another advantage of SVM is its robustness to outliers. Proper setting of the penalty pa-

rameter C, which controls the misclassification error, can suppress outliers and reduce the

effect of increased noise. In neural networks, by contrast, outliers need to be eliminated

before training [1].

The importance of the SVM robustness to outliers is more emphasized by high-dimensional

data sets with large number of features. The performance of traditional classification meth-

ods such as neural networks often decreases as the number of features increases, which is re-

ferred to as the curse of dimensionality. To deal with this problem, dimensionality reduction

and feature subset selection techniques are often applied as a data preprocessing step prior

to classification. In case of SVM, the learning complexity is independent of the dimensional-

ity of the input space [26]. Therefore, dimensionality reduction methods do not significantly
7
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increase SVM accuracy. A support vector machine (SVM) classifier with a small number of

support vectors has good generalization ability, even in very high-dimensional spaces [26].

The learning task in SVM [1] involves finding the unknown nonlinear dependency map-

ping between high-dimensional input vectors x and scalar outputs y. In general, no infor-

mation about the underlying joint probability function is available. The only information

available is implicitly included as features in the training data set used. The solution for

SVM problems correspond to minimizing the cost function

J =
1

2
W TW + C

l∑
i=1

ζi (3)

with respect to

yi(W
Tφ(xi) + b) ≥ 1− ζi (4)

and

ζi ≥ 0, (5)

where W is the coefficient vector for the separating hyperplane, C is a penalty parameter, ζi

a slack variable associated with xi, l is the number of data points, b is a scalar representing

the bias term of the separating hyperplane, and φ is a mapping function. The SVM kernel

functions are used to map input data from the input space to a higher-dimensional feature

space, where the maximum margin separating the hyperplane is constructed by training

(Fig. 2).

X2

X1

State 1
State 2

Maximum
margin

Optimal
hyperplane

Figure 2. Feature space of a support vector machine.
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3. Approach I: Detection system based on STFT and SVM

In the STFT-SVM approach, STFT is used to extract relevant information from the

signals obtained from different acceleration sensors. The SVM is then used to classify the

extracted features. In addition, a specific fusion process based on SVM and experimentally-

based decision rules is developed and applied to combine the preliminary decisions of the

individual sensors. The signals are individually prefiltered with STFT (Fig. 1 and Fig. 3).

This prefiltering process is used to extract relevant features of the acceleration signals (Sec-

tion 3.1). A set of supervised classification filters, denoted SVM I, is developed to classify

the features extracted from each sensor signal. An adjustable decision fusion process is

developed to combine the preliminary individual decisions of the different classifiers (Sec-

tion 3.3). Feature extraction, classification, and decision fusion processes are described in

detail below.

3.1. STFT-based feature extraction

The STFT extracts relevant information on system states. It serves to classify the

information related to a single information path based on previously observed phenomena

for a sensor signal. Fig. 4(a) (raw signal) shows a raw sample acceleration signal during

the production process. At 12.5 s, a target object was manually classified. The impact of

this object results in strong acceleration signal amplitudes. The other peaks in the signal

are caused by other unknown events and are not object-induced signal changes. From the

raw acceleration signals in the time domain it is very difficult to distinguish target object’s

effect from other unknown events. The different events can be classified on the basis of

features extracted using prefilters (STFT). As shown by the spectrogram in Fig. 4(a), the

target object causes strong excitation of low frequencies. By contrast, higher frequencies

are excited more by unclassified or unknown events. This effect is used to distinguish events

due to target objects from those related to other events.

9
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3.2. Classification process

Three classification modules are included in the detection system (Fig. 3). The SVM-

based algorithms are used to detect the system states. The Libsvm algorithm [12] is used

to realize the SVM classifiers.

3.2.1. The Module SVM I

Due to the inevitable time delay between the excitation of the sensors which is constantly

varying as a result of the structural dynamical behavior between the impact’s and the sensor’s

locations. This affects the feature vectors. A classifier based on the SVM algorithm (SVM

I) is developed for each individual acceleration signal. Data clearly indicating the presence

of target objects are used to train SVM I. This should limit the false alarm rate, which

is directly affected by the strength and intensity of the indicators used for training. Weak

indicators lead to a higher rate of false alarms and vice versa. The decision functions of the

individual classifiers generated by SVM I are input as preliminary decisions into subsequent

stages to confirm the assumed system state.

3.2.2. The Module SVM II

When SVM I does not provide sufficient information, the decision on the presence of

target objects is uncertain. In such a case, and in the cases mentioned in the following

sections, a more local and precise investigation is necessary. Data with weak indications

of the presence of target objects are used to train module SVM II; the limited area of

application of the signal allows more flexible detection criteria.

The SVM II is trained with data consisting of two states. State 1, ”target object present”,

is represented by training data with weak indications of the presence of target objects. State

2, ”uncertain”, is represented by training data with all other indications except state 1. The

output statement of SVM II is either ”target object present” or ”uncertain”.

3.2.3. The Module SVM III

A classification process based on SVM III is performed in cases for which SVM II pro-

vides an uncertain output statement. The SVM III provides further data classification for
10
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uncertain output statements. The SVM III is trained using data with clear indication of no

target objects (state 1) and data with uncertain indications (state 2). The output statement

of SVM III is either ”target object not present” or ”uncertain”.

The SVM II and SVM III classifiers are used for more accurate trained classification

locally in cases where further assessment of unclear decisions is required.

3.3. Adjustable decision fusion process

A new decision fusion process was developed to combine individual preliminary deci-

sions and generate a final decision on the system state. The decision method is based on

knowledge derived from analysis of experimental data from different acceleration sensors. It

is designed to obtain the highest possible detection rate for the lowest possible false alarm

rate. Therefore, tuning parameters are used to systematically adjust the fusion process.

The decision fusion filter consists of two rule-based filter levels and classification levels

SVM II and SVM III (Fig. 3).

Classification level SVM I provides preliminary decision functions for the individual clas-

sifiers (Section 3.2.1). Depending on the individual preliminary decisions, the final decision

of the acceleration module could be met by either rule-based filter I or by rule-based filter

II.

The rule-based filter I consists of predefined rules that govern the final decision of the

acceleration module. When it is impossible to achieve a reliable final decision from the

acceleration module based on current values of the individual preliminary decision functions,

specific rules to trigger further classification levels (SVM II and SVM III) are included in

rule-based filter I. The rules for rule-based filter I are as follows:

• Rule I : At least two simultaneous positive individual decisions lead to a final decision

of ”positive: target object present”.

• Rule II : Weak individual positive decisions with a decision value less than the experi-

mentally defined threshold value T1 are ignored, leading to a final decision of ”negative:

no target object present”.

11
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Figure 3. Adjustable decision fusion process.

Experimental evidence shows that weak individual positive decisions (with decision val-

ues less than T1) are generally caused by events denoted as no target objects. Therefore

this kind of decision is ignored and not considered as an indicator of a target object.

• Rule III : Individual positive decision with a decision value greater than the exper-

imental threshold T2 (T2 > T1) leads to a final decision of ”positive: target object

present”.

• Rule IV : Individual positive decision with a decision value greater than T1 and less

than T2 triggers further classification levels.

As mentioned before, classification levels SVM II and SVM III are activated if rule IV is

fulfilled. When an individual positive decision has a decision value greater than T1 and less

12
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than T2, the other four acceleration signals that provide negative decision values (parallel

to the single individual positive decision) are subjected to more accurate evaluation using

either SVM II alone or both SVM II and SVM III. Further classification is performed locally

on neighboring areas of the corresponding acceleration signals to confirm or disprove the

correctness of the single individual positive decision.

The acceleration signals are first evaluated using SVM II. The SVM II output statement

is either ”target object present” or ”uncertain”. Thus, SVM II confirms the presence of

target objects. The SVM III evaluation is performed for acceleration signals that yield an

uncertain output statement from SVM II. These acceleration signals are evaluated for the

presence of events denoted as ”no object”. The output statement of SVM III is either ”target

object not present” or ”uncertain”. Thus, SVM III confirms the absence of the target object.

The single individual preliminary decision from SVM I and the other four decisions

provided by SVM II, SVM II and SVM III, or SVM III are combined using rule-based filter

II. The rules for rule-based filter II are as follows:

• Rule I : If the number of output statements ”target object present” is greater than the

number of ”uncertain” statement provided by SVM II and SVM III, the final decision

is ”positive: target object present” (majority rule).

• Rule II : An individual output statement ”target object not present” from SVM III

leads to a final decision of ”negative: no target object”.

The decision generated by the fusion module is self-adaptable and depends on re-evaluation

of individual partial decisions. Owing to the complexity of the system to be monitored, it

is difficult to provide these benefits using classical fusion techniques. The main reason for

using the proposed method for fusion is the inevitable and varying time shift between the

object impact stimulation of the individual sensors, and the fact that the effect of noise

and disturbance signals to the system and sensors (both individual and group sensors) is

inevitable. Therefore, the importance of individual decisions is retained by combining and

comparing them with other decisions that do not necessarily coincide in time. This data

handling requires a floating decision window, which increases the computational load.
13
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The improvement in quality resulting from the developed fusion technique over single-

stage SVM classifiers demonstrates the validity of the approach. This multi-stage technique

with additional stages focuses mainly on classes that cannot be identified with suitable

reliability, and therefore have to be considered separately and in detail.

It should be noted that the floating window and decision re-evaluation require buffer

savings for the range of data considered. These buffer savings should cover the process-

ing window and transformed data for the different channels and their decisions, as well as

decisions generated by the fusion module. These buffer savings increase the memory re-

quirements of the system and the time required for the final decision owing to the inefficient

buffering time.

In spite of the complexity of the detection system, the main requirement is that the final

decision should at least be faster than subsequent events to provide enough time to isolate

target objects that are detected. This requirement is fulfilled according to the implementa-

tion results presented below.

3.4. First industrial implementation and results

The STFT algorithm is used as a prefilter to extract relevant features from acceleration

signals. The spectrograms generated (Fig. 4(a) and 4(b)) show the features extracted (fre-

quencies in the range up to 3250 Hz) as functions of time. The impulse intensities for each

feature are represented by a suitable color map. The feature vector is based on 511 features,

one for each acceleration signal.

The spectrogram in Fig. 4(a) reveals that frequencies between 1 and 200 Hz are dominant

at 12.5 s (red) owing to the impact of a target object. The specific behavior depends on

the structural dynamic characteristics of the contact surface on which the sensor is mounted

and on the impact position. Higher frequencies at 12.5 s show less energy (light blue) than

frequencies below 200 Hz.

The amplitude behavior of the acceleration signal at 13.95 s (Fig. 4(a)) in the raw

time-domain signal is in principle similar to that at 12.5 s; however the range of frequencies

excited in the STFT features is different (2560–4200 Hz). Thus, it is experimentally observed

14
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Figure 4. Acceleration signal for sensors 1 and 2

that the machine structure reacts differently to target object events and allows a statement

about the presence of objects. Therefore, target objects and other events can be detected,

classified, and separated. If the resonance properties of the structure at the collision point,

taking into consideration the sensor position, are known and are considered to allow reliable

distinction between relevant frequency ranges and related impact power, the distinction is

considered reliable. In reality, this distinction has been observed as very robust for different

sensor locations.

In the raw signal in Fig. 4(b), the event observed at 12.5 s and the disturbance effects

between 15.6 and 16 s show similar amplitudes and behavior in the time domain. It is

expected that the excited structural dynamics at 12.5 s responds differently (in the frequency

domain 0–200 Hz (Fig. 4(b))).

The approach was tested using an experimental set of real industrial data. The results

for preliminary application to the system are summarized in Table 1. The best individual

detection accuracy is 58.3% (classifiers 1 and 4). Classifier 5 leads to the lowest accuracy

and false alarm rates, although it has the smallest number of support vectors, indicating

comparatively low levels of noise. This result demonstrates a typical compromise: an increase
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in the detection rate leads to an increase in the false alarm rate (Table 1).

Table 1. Classification results for the STFT-SVM approach

Training data

Sensor/classifier number 1 2 3 4 5

Target objects 17 19 17 17 16

No. of support vectors 193 210 177 158 79

SVM kernel Linear

Individual results for the test data

Target objects 36

Objects detected 21 20 19 21 16

Accuracy [%] 58.3 55.5 52.8 58.3 44.4

False alarms 18 14 7 4 2

Fusion results for the test data

Objects detected 27

Accuracy [%] 75

False alarms 7

False alarms/number of objects [%] 19.4

The accuracy of the system based on fused decisions for the acceleration sensor network is

75%, which represents an improvement of at least 16.7% over the individual accuracy rates.

This improvement in accuracy indicates that the individual sensors have different views,

depending on their mounting position and their relation to the materials transported, in-

cluding target objects. This means that each individual classifier can detect target objects

that possibly went undetected by other classifiers. The rate of false alarms can be com-

promised, however, because the false alarms for individual sensor paths are not necessarily

identical. The fusion approach not only improves the detection rate, but also leads to a

strong reduction in the number of false alarms (Table 1). During development of the de-

16
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tection system, and considering the requirements of the mechanical system, a compromise

between accuracy and rate of false alarms must be achieved.

4. Approach II: Detection system based on CWT and SVM

The CWT-SVM approach uses CWT to extract relevant information from acceleration

signals for the different sensor channels. The SVM is used to classify the features extracted.

A fusion process is applied to combine the individual decisions of the different SVM classifiers

(Fig. 1).

The individual sensor signals are prefiltered separately using CWT (Fig. 1). The features

extracted for individual sensors are subjected to multistage filtering. The feature extraction

and decision fusion processes are described below.

4.1. CWT-based feature extraction

As an example, Fig. 5(a) shows the acceleration signal for sensor 1. To illustrate the

solution concept and for the purpose of comparison [4], the signal was filtered using STFT

(Fig. 5(b)) and CWT (Fig. 5(c)). The signal has two events, denoted as objects 1 and 2

at time points 4000 and 8500, respectively, that were manually classified as target objects.

These events appear at time points 30 and 70 in the STFT extracted feature space (Fig. 5(b))

and at time points 4000 and 8500 in the CWT extracted feature space (Fig. 5(c)). A third

event resulting from an unknown disturbance is evident at time point 37000 in Fig. 5(a).

Since this event was not classified manually, it cannot denote a target object. It is also

evident in the STFT and CWT extracted feature spaces [5].

The object at time point 8500 and the event at time point 37000 can be clearly recognized

in the STFT and CWT results. In the STFT results the two events seem to be similar,

whereas in the CWT results they appear to be different. In the case of CWT, the higher

scales (low frequencies) for the second object are excited more strongly than the lower ones,

while the lower scales (higher frequencies) are more strongly excited in the case of the

disturbing event.
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Figure 5. Comparison of STFT and CWT

Unlike the case in which a target object is present, the higher scales (lower frequencies)

of the disturbance are related to lower energy than the lower scales (higher frequencies). The

reason is that the range of the activated frequency and accordingly the center of frequency,

which coincides with the energy peak are different for the disturbance and target object.

This advantage of the CWT approach is used as a base rule for further filtering steps.

To illustrate this, consider the first target object in the sample data (object 1 at time

4000) that cannot be clearly distinguished from the time series signal (Fig. 5(a)). The object

is difficult to detect because of its impact on the mechanical structure, which is obviously
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dampened by the accompanying materials (overburden). In the STFT results (Fig. 5(b)),

the presence of the object is characterized by weak excitation of low frequencies. In the

CWT results (Fig. 5(c)), the object can be better recognized and characterized by a longer

band of high scales (low frequencies) of a specific shape. The effects of objects 1 and 2 are

evident in Fig. 5(c) and are magnified in Fig. 5(d).

Several noise and disturbance sources are involved in this complex and unstable produc-

tion process. These lead to difficulties in recognizing target objects. The disturbance can

be stationary background noise or non-stationary noise, with large or rapid spectral changes

over time, and can therefore resemble events resulting from target objects.

Fig. 6(a) shows an acceleration signal resulting from CWT as a function of time and

frequency. The signal includes different events. The marked event is the only one that needs

to be detected. All other events are caused by different noise events.

For efficient learning and reliable classification, further filtering is applied to reduce the

data complexity. This filtering eliminates known noisy events, as described below.

4.1.1. Prefilter I: Prefiltering the background noise

An acceleration signal contains permanent background noise in both the time and fre-

quency domains (Fig. 6(a)). The presence of events in the training data set complicates

SVM training.This complexity results due to difficulty in labeling training data because of

the interpenetration of the different events. Inaccurate labeling of the training data affects

the classifier performance. The aim of prefilter I is to eliminate stationary background noise

from the extracted features to avoid this problem and simplify SVM classifier training. This

involves eliminating events in the acceleration signals for time points at which the maximum

intensity of low-frequency excitation is less than an experimental threshold according to the

prefiltering rule. If this condition is fulfilled, the intensity for all frequencies at such time

points is set to zero (Fig. 6(b)).

4.1.2. Prefilter II: Prefiltering specific known noise behavior

The distinguishing characteristics are used to filter process-related non-stationary dis-

turbances. The main characteristics differ for detection cases and for disturbances related
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Figure 6. Prefiltering results of prefilter I and II

to gradients and event forms. The gradient from the low-frequency to the high-frequency

domain is estimated at each time point and compared to an experimental threshold. The

frequency intensity is set to zero at those time points for which the gradient does not exhibit

the same behavior as target events. In addition, the relative signal intensity for the low scales

is checked and compared to the behavior of the target events. Experimental evidence has

shown that certain behaviors for the starting scales can be known as they do not belong to

target objects but to specific noise events. This characteristic was confirmed using manual
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classification of the target objects to be removed.

It should be noted that event strength is not necessarily a reliable characteristic for

distinguishing between events to be detected and disturbances owing to the nature of the

production process. Some target objects cause weaker effects than those caused by distur-

bances. Therefore, scale-invariant recognition based on the event form is more reliable and

effective.

An example data set filtered using prefilter II is presented in Fig. 6(c). The second

condition checks whether the gradient at each time point exhibits the behavior of the target

events.

4.2. Classification process

The Libsvm algorithm [12] was used for numerical realization of the SVM classifiers. An

experimental data set was prepared using wavelet-based prefilters to build the training data

set. The SVM classifier model was then built based on this set and used for classification of

the five different acceleration signals.

4.3. Decision fusion process

The decision fusion process based on experimental data combines individual preliminary

decisions to reach a final decision. The decision fusion filter is a rule-based filter. The rules

are as follows:

• Rule I : At least two simultaneously positive individual decisions lead to a final decision

of ”positive: target object present”.

• Rule II : Several strong positive decisions from at least one of the five classifiers within

a specific floating decision window lead to a final decision of ”positive: target object

present”. Several relatively strong positive decisions imply that the number of positive

peaks within the floating decision window is greater than an experimental threshold.

In addition, the decision value should be greater than an experimental threshold.
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4.4. First industrial implementation and results

Results for CWT-based detection are summarized in Table 2. The best individual ac-

curacy is 58.3% (classifiers 1 and 2), but this corresponds to a higher rate of false alarms.

It should be noted that increases in the training accuracy for individual classifiers will lead

to improvements in the detection accuracy; the rate of the false alarms would also increase

accordingly. During development and depending on the system requirements, a compromise

between detection accuracy and false alarms must be achieved.

Table 2. Classification results for the CWT-SVM approach

Training data

Sensor/classifier number 1 2 3 4 5

Target objects 16

No. of support vectors 1197

SVM kernel RBF

Individual results for test data

Target objects 36

Objects detected 21 21 20 18 13

Accuracy [%] 58.3 58.3 55.5 50.0 36.1

False alarms 7 11 12 6 1

Fusion results for test data

Objects detected 23

Accuracy [%] 63.9

False alarms 4

False alarms/number of objects [%] 11

The individual and fused results reveal that classifier fusion leads to a reduction in the

false alarm rate by approximately 89%. The final detection rate is approximately 6% better

than for the best individual classifier.
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5. Discussion and comparison of approaches

The efficiency of any monitoring system is generally evaluated according to the detection

accuracy and the false alarm rate. The challenge for any detection approach is to achieve

the highest possible detection rate with the lowest possible false alarm rate. The complexity

of the monitoring system should also be considered in evaluations. Complicated systems

involve more unexpected defects and flaws than simple ones because of the unpredictable

nature of disturbances which is not rigorously perceptible. In addition, implementation of

more complicated systems usually requires more effort to realize and can involve greater

difficulties in real-time applications.

According to the results in Tables 1 and 2, which use the same test data set to realize the

testing phase, the STFT-SVM approach detects at least 10% more target objects compared

to the CWT-SVM approach. The detection rate is 75% for the STFT-SVM approach and

only 64% for the CWT-SVM approach. This does not necessarily mean that the STFT-SVM

approach is better than CWT-SVM, because the highest number of false alarms for STFT-

SVM is approximately double that for CWT-SVM. It should be noted that the sensitivity

of the training process affects the rate of detection and the rate of false alarms in various

ways. Increasing the sensitivity of the model can increase the rate of detection, as well as

the number of false alarms. In fact, a trade-off exists in the relationship between detection

and false alarms. This means that both approaches have the same improvement potential

with respect to detection and false alarm rates.

Other important issues regarding realization and implementation are as follows. In the

first approach (STFT and SVM) a number of 7 SVM classification algorithms (5 of them in

parallel) are developed in order to realize the proposed fusion modules, whereas in the second

one (CWT and SVM) only one SVM classification algorithm is developed and used for the

five individual preliminary classifiers in the system. Moreover, the two sets of multiple rules

required for STFT-SVM and the backward evaluation scheme are more complicated than the

simple combination rules for the CWT-SVM approach. These are strong factors in judging

whether the CWT-SVM approach is more efficient and reliable for real-time applications.
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The STFT-SVM approach is indeed difficult to design and develop and much processing

effort is required for implementation. In spite of the comparable results for detection and

false alarm rates, the CWT-SVM approach is more convenient to realize and implement and

more appropriate for real-time applications.

For the two approaches, it is evident that the system was successful in isolating the

required objects from noise events. After processing and transformation, many noise events

acquire different shapes and become visually different from the target object; however, some

noise events do not. Such noise events might be detected simultaneously by many sensors,

which can lead to false alarms. Such noise events cannot be avoided. They are usually

caused by objects that are similar to the targets but smaller in size.

Since the object size does not necessarily coincide with the event intensity, it is difficult

to differentiate these smaller objects by simple adjustment of the system sensitivity, which

could lead to deterioration in the performance and detection rate.

It should be noted that the accuracy achieved is not always that targeted for the intended

monitoring system. These accuracies represent individual accuracies for the acceleration

sensors among other detection modules based on other data acquisition techniques. All

these modules are fused together to realize the monitoring system. In this contribution, the

principles behind are developed and compared to previous results for similar applications.

In the following, some additional results justify the fusion of all five sensor channels

instead of using more simple combinations of two decisions, for instance.

The classifiers based on sensors 1 and 2 were considered and the STFT-SVM approach

was applied. In contrast to the 27 objects detected after fusion of five sensors, only 16

target objects were detected as the best achievable result; however, the number of false

alarms decreased from seven to six. After fusion of sensors 3 and 4, the detection rate

was 11 objects out of 36, with two false alarms. To compare the sensors 1 and 2 with the

sensors 3 and 4, the individual numbers of false alarms are added for sensors 1 and 2 as 32

false alarms, and for sensors 3 and 4 as 11 false alarms. The ratios of the fused number of

false alarms (6 for sensors 1 and 2, and 2 for sensors 3 and 4) to the sum of the individual

number of false alarms (32 for sensors 1 and 2, and 11 for sensors 3 and 4) are almost similar
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(approximately 0.18).

For the CWT-SVM approach, sensors 1 and 2, and sensors 3 and 4 were fused. The

results were as follows. Only 19 objects were detected by fusing sensors 1 and 2 and the

number of false alarms was reduced to 1. For fusion of sensors 3 and 4, 18 objects out of

36 were detected, with no false alarms. The ratios of the fused number of false alarms (1

for sensors 1 and 2, and 0 for sensors 3 and 4) to the sum of the individual number of false

alarms (18 for sensors 1 and 2, and 18 for sensors 3 and 4) are much smaller than that

obtained through STFT-SVM approach. These results clearly indicate the better fusibility

of the individual sensors and the lower redundancy.

In general, the individual sensors deliver a high number of false alarms for both ap-

proaches, so detection is unreliable. By combining two individual sensors, better reliability

can be achieved with fewer false alarms. The detection reliability can be improved by de-

creasing the number of false alarms and increasing the rate of detection. This is achieved

with a fusion process for the five sensors and related filters, in order to achieve deep insight

into the problem diversities and distinctions. Although fusion leads to a slight increase in

the number of false alarms, this deterioration is negligible compared to the overall improve-

ment in system performance. The deterioration can be explained by redundancy and the

accumulation of disturbances when many sensors are considered together. The improvement

potential of fusion lies in the quality of the sensor data obtained and the feature extraction

process used.

6. Conclusion

Two different approaches for feature-based multisensor fusion were developed for a moni-

toring system. The goal was to monitor a production process for online detection of a target

object with the lowest possible false alarm rate. The application is a stationary process

with a continuous stream of sensor signals. The two approaches were compared in terms of

performance and complexity.

The STFT-SVM approach uses STFT for feature extraction. The individual feature

vectors for different acceleration sensors are classified using SVM to provide individual pre-
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liminary decisions about the presence of a target object. These decisions are fused using a

novel fusion module to provide a reliable decision about the system state.

The CWT-SVM approach uses CWT as a prefilter to extract features, which are sub-

jected to further prefiltering processes before SVM classification.

The results for both approaches reveal improved detection rates and fewer false alarms.

Approach I leads to a better improvement in detection rate compared to individual prelim-

inary decisions. The number of false alarms is also lower. Approach II leads to an even

better improvement in the false alarm rate than approach I.
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